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1
Colorblind Higher Education
Policy in a Racially
Stratified Society

american society is well along in a great transition, nearing the end of its
white European majority, but it is failing to educate its future majority. If our
society is to succeed, the country and its institutions, including its colleges,
must find ways to offer real opportunities to groups they have historically
subordinated and discriminated against. Th
 ere is no real alternative, given the
birth and migration patterns that have been changing our communities for a
half century. White birthrates have been below the replacement level for four
decades, and immigration is the reason we have not aged out as drastically as
many peer nations. Our colleges need to reflect a changing nation. The great
wave of immigration from the 1970s until the G
 reat Recession was overwhelmingly nonwhite, something we’ve never experienced before, though it
was restricted at least for a time u nder Donald Trump.1 College enrollment
has declined since 2010. We have campuses that were designed to serve the
white middle-class society of the past and are now challenged to adapt. If we
are to have the educated workers and leaders an advanced economy demands,
we have to reach groups that have long been neglected. If we want to bring
together our polarized communities, sharing higher education can be a
powerf ul tool. We have never achieved higher education equity for Black
Americans or for our native peoples. The children of a vast immigration from
Latin America have become our largest minority and have not received equal
opportunity. Since 2000, three-fifths of the nation’s most selective public universities have had a decline in Black enrollment and Latino students’ access
has declined relative to their growing population.2 How can the higher
1
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education system respond? Do we understand the roots of the crisis? Is there
any plan?
Americans see college as decisive in the lives of students. You can see the
clear pattern in Gallup polls across the decades. In 1978 more than a third of
the public thought college was very important, which r ose to 58 percent in the
early 1980s and 70 percent by 2013. College education came under attack by
sectors of the rising conservative populist movement in the Trump administration, and the number saying it was very important dropped somewhat, but
only 11 percent, one person in nine, said it was not important.3 Blacks and
Latinos were most likely to say it was very important.
The social and economic impacts of higher education are dramatic, and the
inequality of opportunity for students of color4 and t hose from poor families
is systemic. Typically, college completion makes a major difference in terms
of employment, earnings, wealth, and even the probability of marriage and
good health. It is strongly related to voting and public involvement, thus to
power in the political system and to the health of democracy. In 2016, in a
period of unusually low unemployment, among people aged twenty-five to
sixty-four, 84 percent of college graduates w
 ere working, compared with
68 percent of high school grads and 55 percent of dropouts. Among Blacks the
numbers w
 ere even more dramatic: 85 percent of college grads had jobs, but
only 61 percent of high school grads and a dismal 39 percent of dropouts did.
Latino college grads had about the same level of employment as their white
and Black counterparts, 84 percent, and their employment shares with less
education w
 ere the highest—72 percent for high school graduates and
65 percent for dropouts—but the quality of the jobs and incomes w
 ere low.5
The problem for Latinos is the low level of degree attainment. The situation is
particularly threatening for males of color. College-age Black males are about
one-seventh of the nation’s male population but they receive one-twelfth of
the college degrees (8.5 percent). Latino males are more than a fourth of the
nation’s college-age males but they receive one-n inth of the degrees
(11.2 percent).6 The huge gap in college attainment for men of color is a basic
cause of poor employment and income, low levels of marriage, involvement
in the criminal economy, and many other problems that affect not only the
men themselves but also their families and their communities.
There are gaps at e very stage. People of color are less likely to graduate from
high school, less likely to immediately enroll in college, less likely to go to a
four-year college, substantially less likely to graduate from college within six
years, far less likely to get increasingly important postgraduate degrees, and
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less likely to be employed or get equal wages afterward. If colleges are to help
heal the wounds of separation and inequality in U.S. society, better policies are
needed at many levels.
College education is critical in Americ a’s twenty-first-century society. It is
the key to opportunity and the pathway to a middle-class life. It has become,
for most, the boundary between a life of possibilities and resources and a life
of struggle and immobility. In our recessions, college graduates are largely
protected while others suffer; in times of prosperity, they get a greatly disproportionate share of the gains. Th
 ere are, of course, nongraduates in fields like
the skilled trades, small business, or good u nion jobs who do well, but the
overall pattern is clear, and college is the high road to success. If the huge gap
in college completion continues between whites and Asians and other students of color, wide racial differences will be perpetuated into the rising generation. Since college is so critical to their families, the advantage w
 ill pass into
children’s lives. Students of color have the desire and make the attempt, but
they often do not have the preparation and means for success.
Students from all groups have been starting college at higher levels than in
the past, but the gaps in completion are actually widening. Starting college
somewhere is good, but where you start m
 atters. After enrolling, students
must succeed and have the financial means to continue if they are to reap the
gains that come from completion. Admitting a student with severely defective
preparation or who cannot pay the coming bills often leads to an academic
tragedy. A big loan debt without a degree can be crippling. Weak preparation
in clearly inferior schools where almost no one is well prepared is a huge barrier. Very capable students find they simply haven’t been given the academic
skills other students have received. Starting without the means or extended
family support to pay college bills, even with student loans, may make success
impossible. These are the second and third walls that must be crossed if we are
to move toward equity and real development of students’ capacity.

The First Wall: Admissions
and the Affirmative Action Struggle
America’s selective colleges, both the private ones and the strong public flagship universities, w
 ere overwhelmingly white institutions throughout their
history u ntil the civil rights movement. Almost nothing serious had been done
to integrate U.S. colleges before the movement, which reached its peak in the
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mid-1960s. In 1965, the year of the Selma march, the Voting Rights Act, and
the first large urban riot, the selective schools of New E
 ngland, for example,
professed their readiness to welcome Black students but had only 1 percent
Black enrollment.7 Students, faculty, and local community organizations identified with the g reat movement for racial justice developing in the South and
put pressure on their institutions to take action. Affirmative action became a
central tool when selective colleges recognized that their normal processes had
never produced significantly integrated campuses and classes and that it would
not happen without making it a clear goal and changing policies and practices
as needed to make it happen.
The reality was that admissions on the basis of a traditional formula for
“merit” and the special treatment of children of alumni and other groups who
had special skills, often fostered by special opportunities, guaranteed that
there would be little representation of students of color who w
 ere being ill-
prepared in highly unequal segregated schools and whose parents were not
alumni and had limited resources.8 Test scores were relied on, but scores are
very strongly linked to family income and parent education. Privileged
children gained from family and school educational resources and experiences.9 In a society where housing is strongly related to the quality of school
opportunity and families of color lack the income and savings or housing equity of whites and Asians and often face housing discrimination, unequal local
schooling is built into the racial structure of communities. We have had a
strong, deeply rooted, long-established web of inequality, and it did not change
itself. Waiting for more traditional students who simply had a different skin
color wasn’t a workable model. To overcome those and other realities, colleges
had to try to assess factors such as teacher recommendations, commitment,
and desire to learn, and actively recruit unprecedented numbers of students
of color to their campuses. In our extremely unequal society, colleges found
that they must consider the circumstances of students of color to fairly assess
them and also institute a variety of support efforts on campus.
Colleges had to face the hard realities of race if they were to become diverse.
Most Black, Latino, and Native students were from families and schools with
more limited resources and did not have the preparation needed to score well
on the standardized tests. Many lacked normal prerequisites because of their
school’s limited curriculum or weak counseling. Their families, on average, had
much lower incomes and vastly lower wealth, as well as different needs from
those of traditional students. That meant that the normal financial aid policies
and assumptions often wouldn’t work. They had to convince the students of
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color to come to campuses where they would be isolated in an overwhelmingly white population with white student organizations and, often, some racial hostility. They had to plan academic support. This was the situation in the
Ivy League, the competitive public flagships, and strong private colleges and
universities. The response to the demands of the civil rights era was voluntary
race-conscious action, and it soon began to make a significant difference, moving colleges from virtually all white to a modest level of diversity.10 In the
South, the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the 1965 Higher Education
Act meant that there were more federal funds and that universities segregated
by law could put their federal dollars at risk if they did not take positive action,
though that received little attention until the 1970s when a court ordered the
Nixon administration to take action to enforce the 1964 law.11
It was obvious at the outset that all kinds of adjustments had to be made if
the campuses were to integrate and students were to succeed. The hope was
that the enforcement of civil rights changes and the many social reforms of the
Great Society would help solve the underlying problems of inequality over
time, but the country took a long, sharp turn in a conservative direction. Many
of the domestic programs w
 ere drastically cut back and progress on various
fronts stalled or even reversed. The Supreme Court, changed by conservative
appointments, became far less supportive of broad race-conscious remedies
after President Richard Nixon was able to appoint four justices. By the 1980s,
under President Ronald Reagan, the country faced a sharp reversal in both
civil rights and social programs.12 It has yet to recover.
Although the affirmative action policies became rooted in many campuses
and the failure to close huge racial gaps made it apparent that the underlying
problems were not solving themselves, affirmative action was repeatedly challenged. The ideas that civil rights policies were unnecessary and amounted to
discrimination against whites produced continuous challenges. The b attles
surfaced in three crucial Supreme Court decisions from 1978 to 2016, in each of
which affirmative action survived by a single vote in a deeply divided Court.
Two of the cases were argued and decided during administrations working to
end affirmative action. In the first great decision, the 1978 decision in University
of California Board of Regents v. Bakke, the Court prohibited setting aside a specific number of seats for students of color, a quota, but held, by a single vote,
that universities could consider racial diversity as a “plus factor” b ecause of the
educational value of diverse experiences to the university and all students.
As the courts became far more conservative in the 1990s, t here was a major
attack. A striking decision by a court of appeals, Hopwood v. Texas,13 ruled that
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affirmative action in Texas was unconstitutional. The same year, the voters of
California passed a state constitutional amendment that outlawed affirmative
action,14 which stimulated similar action in nine other states. Two lawsuits
against the University of Michigan brought the issues back to the Supreme
Court in 2003. The Court held, by a single vote, that it was illegal to simply add
points for race in a mechanical admissions formula but that an individualized
comprehensive admissions policy considering race as one of several factors
was legal.15 The Court ruled that there was convincing evidence that racial
diversity was an educational benefit and a compelling interest that justified
this limited consideration.16 There was a major mobilization of higher education in defense of the university. (After winning the case, however, Michigan
opponents succeeded in enacting a state referendum barring affirmative action, and the referendum was upheld by the Supreme Court.)17
The issue came back to the Court twice in two decisions in the case of Fisher
v. University of Texas. The university was widely believed to have the strongest
existing alternative to race-conscious admissions, the 10 percent plan, in spite
of analyses showing its shortcomings.18 The 2003 Grutter decision had recognized and relied on all the research concluding that campus diversity was a
“compelling interest” in enriching the educational process, and the Supreme
Court agreed in the Fisher cases.19 Now the question was w
 hether there was a
workable alternative that would produce diversity without considering race.
In the first decision, the Court accepted the idea that t here was a legitimate
compelling educational interest in campus diversity but concluded that the
lower courts had not demanded sufficient proof from the university that there
was no colorblind way to achieve the needed diversity.20 After serious documentation by the university, the Supreme Court ruled that there was sufficient
evidence of the absence of a workable alternative and upheld the university’s
affirmative plan by a single vote in a 2016 decision written by Justice Anthony
Kennedy.21
Affirmative action was, in practice, an important but modest policy. It never
came anywhere close to producing proportionate representation of students
of color in selective universities. Stanford professor Sean Reardon and associ ere five times as
ates concluded that in spite of affirmative action, whites w
likely as Blacks to attend selective campuses.22 As student demand for the
most selective campuses soared, students of color w
 ere more squeezed out. A
2015 report of a national survey of admissions offices showed that the large
majority of selective campuses, except for public institutions in states where
it was illegal, found it was crucial to continue affirmative action. Affirmative
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action for low-income students was not seen as a substitute. In fact campuses
practicing affirmative action for race were also practicing it simultaneously for
students from low-income families.23 Extensive research analyzing admissions
variables, considering many alternatives and combinations of variables, found
no feasible alternatives that would produce anything like the results of affirmative action at a cost that universities could manage.24 Although it affects a small
share of students, it has a substantial impact on the institutions that train most
American leaders and the students of color who would have been excluded
but show that they can meet the requirements and become important leaders
in many institutions.

The Harvard Case
The second Texas decision seemed to settle the legal challenges for the time,
but Justice Kennedy, who had provided the decisive vote, left the Supreme
Court. President Trump was able to name three justices and push the Court
further right than at any time in the last several generations. The same
organization that had masterminded the two Texas challenges was in court
challenging the Harvard University affirmative action plan, claiming that it
discriminates against potential Asian students with higher test scores. In November 2020 the Court of Appeals for the First Circuit ruled in favor of Harvard, holding that the university had not discriminated and that its plan complied with the standards in the Michigan and Texas decisions. In its ruling the
court cited Harvard estimates that its enrollment of Black, Latino, and Native
students would fall by 45 percent if it could not practice affirmative action.25
This decision headed to a very conservative Supreme Court in 2021.26 In mid2021 the Supreme Court asked the Justice Department for its views on the
Harvard case, making it likely that it would be heard. If affirmative action is
ruled illegal and declared a form of discrimination, it would be prohibited by
the 1964 Civil Rights Act and consequently prohibited at all public universities, and private universities would also have to stop using it b ecause they
would risk losing federal funds—something none could afford—and face
massive lawsuits.
During the civil rights era, the courts had made a sharp legal distinction
between conscious efforts to exclude students on the basis of race, which were
illegal, and conscious efforts to bring them in to reduce segregation, which were
fine, a necessary part of a remedy that worked. As the courts became more
conservative, any consideration of race, for positive or for negative results, was
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considered highly suspect. The two sides saw two different Americ as. The affirmative action supporters saw a society torn by deep and persisting divisions
that could not be repaired without an intentional systemic and persistent effort,
and they read the Fourteenth Amendment’s guarantee of “equal protection of
the law” as the basis for positive remedies for groups that had long experienced
systemic discrimination in society. The opponents saw a society that had once
had serious discrimination that had been solved by civil rights law, and now had
no major racial problems; a society where t here was danger of being unfair to
whites. This division in the courts is echoed in public opinion.
I am convinced that affirmative action is crucial for both student and faculty
diversity. Without serious plans, universities tend to f avor the best-prepared
students and faculties tend to replicate themselves. I have witnessed in so many
ways the powerful benefits of diversity in the six research universities where I
have been privileged to teach and conduct research. Before affirmative action,
the admissions wall in selective colleges was a formidable barrier for students
of color. Affirmative action opened some very important gates at least part way.
I have edited two books on the issues of diversity and alternatives,27 one of
which was cited by the Supreme Court in the Grutter decision, and done a great
deal of other research on the subject. This book was conceived when affirmative
action seemed secure at least for a time, but now, with the three very conserva ill be
tive justices nominated by President Trump, it is likely that universities w
forbidden to implement race-conscious policies. This book is part of a long
intellectual, legal, and political debate over how to fix the large gaps in educational success that tend to exclude the g reat majority of Black, Latino, and Native people from most of American society’s best opportunities.
Affirmative action, in any case, dealt with only one of the three great barriers
considered here. Recent trends indicate that affirmative action is needed and
needs to be strengthened even to avoid going backward. But it has always been
only one of the needed solutions and substantially affects only a small sector,
less than a fifth of U.S. colleges, since most campuses admit most or nearly all
of their applicants. The other walls discussed h ere are important at all campuses and in all systems.
The civil rights movement led to the first major breakthrough in the history
of exclusion in higher education and continues to have an impact. Selective
colleges went from virtually all-white student bodies to a significant presence
of nonwhite students. The initial focus was on Black students, but it expanded
to include Latinos and American Indian students. In some places Asian students or Asian subgroups were included. Much of the largest change happened
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in the South under strong pressure from federal civil rights officials and courts.
In other places, it was voluntary, often in reaction to protests by students of
color and their supporters on the campuses. The new status quo that emerged
a half century ago was one of modest voluntary diversity efforts, except in the
states where any kind of race-conscious policy was prohibited. It continued
over the years, but there were no new major goals. Many of the racially targeted
support programs and financial aid efforts w
 ere abandoned as the attacks on
race-conscious programs intensified. As the nonwhite share of young people
grew substantially, the colleges fell behind in maintaining their level of access.
The pattern of faculty diversity followed a similar course. The reality was
limited access and representation and little priority for the effort, but a desire
to continue it if possible. Things were much better than before affirmative action but far from full integration. Colleges did not have another plan that could
maintain or expand the existing level of success.
Our colleges are powerful institutions, respected across the globe, institutions that change the lives of individuals and communities. We are falling
behind in the rising levels of education across the world, largely because of our
failure to educate nonwhite and poor students. There are deep divisions concerning how we can change the outcomes and w
 hether success w
 ill require
policies that explicitly take race into account. If the Supreme Court abolishes
 ill be subaffirmative action, the best evidence shows that leading colleges w
stantially more unequal. Civil rights advocates will need to struggle to get it
back. If a change in Court membership can discard a precedent reaching back
more than four decades, another change could bring it back.

Colorblind or Color Conscious?
Since the Reagan administration, the basic approach to fixing racial inequality
in the U.S. has been to deny that it is racial and to insist that it is the result of
nonracial forces and that colorblind solutions w
 ill be fair to everyone. The
historic 2020 Black Lives Matter protests across the U.S. challenged those assumptions and both affected the incoming Biden administration’s civil rights
proposals and triggered a fierce reaction, with many conservative states adopting policies prohibiting teaching about negative aspects of U.S. race relations.28
In a society where winning racial remedies rest on an understanding of the
origins and persistence of discrimination, history has a powerful impact, and
prohibiting serious discussion of racial history is part of an effort to erase critical understandings.
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 ere are deep partisan, regional, and racial differences in beliefs about
Th
the nature of racial inequality.29 Even among those who perceive discrimination, t here is no consensus about positive steps to take. Among white Americans, there has long been more willingness to recognize that there are racial
problems than to support any concrete solutions.30 Th
 ere w
 ere no major
expansions of civil rights or urban policy laws enacted between the early
1970s and the Biden administration. The policy arguments are about what the
problem is, what is necessary to produce significant changes, and what is
permissible u nder the prevailing current constitutional doctrines. Underlying
the debate are theories and beliefs about the nature of racial inequality in our
society, the history and roles of our institutions, and the effectiveness of dif
ferent policies.
This book is part of that debate. It examines evidence on the degree to
which inequalities are race based, critically examines the historical role of
higher education in relation to our racial divisions, and discusses the policy
history and current needs. The book comes in the wake of the largest demonstrations against racial discrimination in U.S. history, the 2020 Black Lives
Matter movement, and after four years of profound racial division in national
politics during Trump’s administration, a government that fiercely opposed
race-conscious policies, appointed hundreds of new conservative judges, and
wanted to end affirmative action and prevent colleges from teaching about
race. It comes after a national election in which the winning party promised
large new investments to make college affordable and relieve debt. The hope
that we had become a postracial society was dashed by the Trump period.
Many had said that the election of President Barack Obama showed that race
did not matter, but he was followed by a president whose campaign from the
first day was about racial fears and stereotypes.31 There was a frightening resurgence of armed white supremacy groups, some advocating violence to try
to keep Trump in power after he lost the 2020 election and invading the U.S.
Capitol to try to block the electoral votes from being recorded. The U.S. has
not arrived at a nonracial place.
After more than a half c entury seriously discussing minority access to college, a time with much rhetoric about racial justice in higher education, there
have been some real successes, but policy has stagnated with the job less than
half done. This book is written with the conviction that the goal of racial equity
is essential and requires different outcomes from our colleges and universities
and more effective strategies from the policy makers who have power over
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them. Many agree with this goal of equalizing college opportunity, but since
the end of the civil rights movement in the early 1970s, t here has been little
focus on directly addressing the racial dimensions of systemically unequal
education. The Supreme Court rejected efforts to equalize school spending
and most school desegregation efforts were abandoned in the 1990s. We have
been, with the exception of affirmative action admissions, trying to solve racial
inequality indirectly through policies that operate as if race is irrelevant. It is
like trying to use a broom to bail out a boat that has taken on water.
Major breakthroughs toward equity in education require race-conscious
and race-sensitive policies. Policies that falsely assume that all groups have
equal chances to prepare and ignore deep differences in background, resources, and support make the policy problem like trying to find your way
through a maze in a blindfold. All of the normal complexities are taken to a
new level. Leaders promise to create equality but the solutions fail. Reports
are written, sometimes t here are protests, mission statements are a dopted, but
the inequality persists.
Racial inequality has always been a basic structure of American society, and
trying to change the outcomes as if that were not true has failed. Obviously,
we have not broken the cycle of intergenerational inequality. Children of well-
to-do families with college experience, strong local schools, and substantial
resources grow up in a different world from the one inhabited by poor children
in inner-city neighborhoods of concentrated poverty and weak schools. Although affirmative action is important, admission is not the only barrier blocking students of color from college success. Each of the barriers should be attacked with an understanding of the reality of race in students’ lives. That can
bring light into the maze.
Race-conscious policy is urgently needed, and largely lacking, in two other
powerful dimensions—preparation in high school and college financing, the
second and third walls blocking success. Students and families of color face
different needs and obstacles that must be understood and addressed to substantially alter the outcomes. Policy must not assume that all groups of students face similar realities when, obviously, they do not. As affirmative action
encounters continuing threats, addressing the other two barriers becomes
even more important. To succeed in college, you must be reasonably prepared
to do the work, able to be admitted to a college that can foster your success,
and have the resources to pay the large costs so you can study and return each
fall. Lacking any one of the three is crippling.
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Colorblindness as a Solution?
The absence of policies designed in light of the realities students of color face
has been justified by the claim that our policies are colorblind, that they are
designed and implemented as if color w
 ere irrelevant, and that this is the best,
and even the only, legitimate way to design college diversity policies. This
theory and the affirmative action bans in several states assume that sufficient
diversity will just happen. The continuing efforts to overturn affirmative action
nationally are based on a conservative assumption that it is unfair to whites
and Asians. This is the view of many Americans who believe that the society
is basically fair. This book argues, however, that in the generations before the
civil rights revolution, we did not have what some remember as an idyllic
condition of fairness and equity in our colleges. Exclusion, not colorblindness,
was the basic reality until t here were civil rights policies. Diversity happened
when leaders and institutions decided that it must happen and took positive
steps to make it happen, steps designed to directly change racial outcomes.
Since the conservative movement, colorblind policy has been dominant and
it has failed. It has failed because the assumptions on which it is based are incorrect. Racial stratification in the U.S. is systemic and has powerf ul self-
sustaining processes. Where there was active color-and class-conscious policy
in the civil rights era, large progress was made. Ignoring race means accepting
ongoing inequality.
Colorblindness is a subject much discussed in sociology and in critical legal
scholarship, where it is often treated as a destructive white misinterpretation
of a racially polarized society in which many whites assume that systemic racial
discrimination and inequality have been solved, that t hings are basically OK,
and that policies ignoring race will suffice. If it is claimed that there is a level
playing field, when that is clearly incorrect, the resulting policies will not only
fail but actually be used to shift the blame for continuing inequality to the
victims, justifying racial subordination. Often in critical scholarship, colorblindness is described as a tactic for protecting white privilege. On the conservative side, in sharp contrast, color-conscious policy is considered antiwhite racism, illegal, and unnecessary since the inequalities are not caused by
race.
Colorblind policy means that policy makers refuse to consider inequalities
by race as justifying special attention to nonwhite groups. Colorblind policy
can be based either on the assumption that there are no longer legitimate issues of race that policy makers need to respond to or, in other cases, on a
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philosophical or legal theory that is radically individualistic, insisting on individual responsibility for one’s own destiny free of government interference as
the basic proposition of American society. Although it is now impossible for
even the most fervent conservatives to deny that t here are long histories of
slavery and segregation by law or that t here are large gaps in college attainment, they assume that racial discrimination is no longer a significant reality
and that racial problems were cured as much as possible by the enactment of
the antidiscrimination laws and court decisions long ago. Advocates of colorblind policy often claim that when they look at people they “don’t see color,”
meaning that they have no views or stereotypes triggered by color and they
look at individuals without any distortions. When faced with obvious in
equality in college opportunity, they tend to blame individual shortcomings
or cultural inferiority of the groups left behind.
Conservative l egal theorists maintain that race-conscious remedies violate
basic principles of equal treatment and that any such policy corrupts the po
litical and social order and discriminates against whites and Asians. Opponents of race-conscious policies tend to blame the continuing inequalities,
easy to see in American communities and institutions, on deficiencies of institutions serving p eople of color and differing economic conditions, not
something wrong with society. They hail nonwhite individuals or institutions
that perform well with no special support, using their success against the odds
to describe large inequalities as simply problems of will and grit. Implicitly,
those who do not succeed in spite of multiple obstacles are assumed to not be
trying hard enough. If anyone can succeed against all the odds, then everyone
should. Often the resulting policies attempt to punish the minority-serving
schools and colleges that fail to succeed, assuming that there is no racial barrier
and they are not trying hard enough. This was a basic assumption of the No
Child Left Behind law of 2002, which dominated public school policy for thirteen years and continues to be the basic assumption of many state education
policies.
Colorblind policies assume that looking at individual accomplishments and
ignoring race in making educational decisions is fair. Their proponents argue
that the failure of students of color could be caused by too much pampering
by low standards and by what they see as a big welfare state. All of these claims
are widely shared and articulated by conservative policy makers, in the courts,
and by one of our national political parties. President Ronald Reagan’s first
inaugural address, for example, called for a dramatic turn away from social
programs after a campaign and a history critical of civil rights. In his address,
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Reagan said, “Government is not the solution to our problem; government is
the problem.” He attacked too much focus on helping any one “special interest” group and promised to make all the working p eople his special interest
group. He warned of “unnecessary and excessive growth of government” and
called for reliance on individuals and the market.32 His government cut and
reversed social programs and civil rights programs, sometimes going into
court to do so. Often the colorblind argument contains an implicit or explicit
claim that civil rights policies discriminate against whites and Asians who have
higher average test scores.
Opponents of race-conscious policies argue that the only fair way to select
students is to compare their individual accomplishments. They see high scores
as products of superior talent and hard work and discount the role of f amily
and school advantages. They ignore structure and think that whatever comes
out of the market is best, allowing p eople to buy advantages. They see nothing
illegitimate in providing very different high schools to people who live in dif
ferent areas, even when those areas were, in fact, defined by racial practices in
zoning, land use, mortgage discrimination, realtor steering, and so on (they
tend to attribute residential location to choice, not discrimination). If school
differences mean that some groups get better preparation and a much higher
share of admissions to strong colleges, then it must be because they have more
individual merit. Their individual accomplishments, measured by test results,
entitle them to the best college opportunities since there are no systemic prob
lems that require attention. The arguments become an endless circle: If systemic racial discrimination is excluded, then those who receive the bulk of the
strong college opportunities (disproportionately white and Asian students
from higher-income, more highly educated families) are more deserving.
People of color, unfortunately, have less merit. That is not a racial problem.
Individuals and communities of color need to work harder to seize what opponents of race-conscious policies see as abundant and fair opportunities.

The Intellectual Framework of the Debate
Both the nature of academic research and the kind of scholarship that becomes
very visible and is celebrated in a given period significantly reflect the ideology
of those controlling the government, funding much of the research, and holding the power podiums for publicizing and rewarding research and using it to
justify policies. During the height of the civil rights movement in the Kennedy-
Johnson period, there was strong focus on research on race and poverty.
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Government and foundations funded and publicized it. Beginning in the 1968
election with Richard Nixon’s “Southern strategy” and lasting to the present,
the Republicans have had an agenda about rolling back civil rights policy and
shrinking domestic social programs. When conservatives control government
and set the agenda, they spotlight research adopting the colorblind perspective. Democratic liberal presidential candidates (Hubert Humphrey, Walter
Mondale, John Kerry, and Michael Dukakis) lost elections, and winning candidates ( Jimmy Carter and Bill Clinton) eschewed liberalism and adopted
moderate policies in the political climate created by twelve years of strong
conservative dominance under Reagan and George H. W. Bush. Democrats
wanted to stay away from the sensitive racial issues that had divided their co
alition, and they shifted to issues of the suburban m
 iddle class. During this
period a variety of academic and quasi-academic arguments justifying colorblindness received a great deal of attention in the media and in politics. When
President Barack Obama took office, he largely avoided explicitly racial
policies.
Writers produced works that either directly attacked race-conscious civil
rights policy as an attack on the rights of whites or argued that it was unnecessary from a more class-based or ethnic orientation (such as Black Power), or
they presented data criticizing government action on civil rights and poverty,
favoring nongovernmental solutions. Most of the colorblind arguments came
from the Right and were linked to the issues pressed by the Reagan administration, which saw targeted social policies as paternalistic and ineffective and
advocated cutting social programs and forcing people to make it on their own.
Some researchers assumed that the jobless had not tried hard enough. Th
 ere
were widely publicized researchers who argued that welfare dependence was
destroying initiative and families.33 Schools were failing, according to one
 ere subject to control by elected officials
prominent argument, b ecause they w
and too influenced by powerful unions. The cure was nonpublic education.34
Another set of studies claimed that public schools were failing because they
did not have the moral and communitarian values of private religious schools;
this research was used to support vouchers.35
A major national report from the Reagan administration claimed that edu ere failing
cational achievement had plummeted b ecause the schools that w
(largely minority schools) had lowered their standards and must be held accountable.36 The claim of academic decline was shown by later analyses to be
seriously inaccurate,37 but almost all states raised testing and accountability
following publication of that report. This was the dominant educational policy
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from the 1980s through the Obama administration. From a more progressive
perspective, there were prominent authors of color who insisted that enough
was known to educate all students well, whatever their circumstances, implying that when schools w
 ere turned over to leaders of color who cared more
about students, performance would be much higher.38 Sociologist William
Julius Wilson became famous for The Declining Significance of Race, a book that
argued that it was a mistake to focus strongly on race-oriented issues and that
the basic problem was a collapse of the Black community b ecause of economic
conditions that could be cured by tight l abor markets.39 An argument favored
by Black conservative writers claimed that affirmative action was destructive
because it created stigma, devaluing the accomplishments of all Blacks.40 The
ultimate step in the retrogression from the ideas of the 1960s was the resurfacing of the idea of genetic inferiority in a highly publicized 1994 book, The Bell
Curve: Intelligence and Class Structure in American Life, coauthored by a Harvard professor.41 Though t here were books making quite different arguments,
in this period the government, much of the press, business leaders, and others
hailed critical works blaming the schools and government programs, not the
society or discrimination; this was seen as cutting-edge and realistic work.
There was little attention and little support for those arguing for more race-
conscious policies. And there was little progress.
During this long conservative and “neoliberal” era, when white public opinion held that there was no need for further action and the conservatives in
power were dismantling civil rights policies, these works had widespread influence and supported the proposition that race-conscious civil rights policies
were counterproductive and unnecessary, that the obvious inequalities in outcomes w
 ere not the responsibility of society or major institutions but of the
communities of color themselves and the institutions that worked with them.
The major thrust was to trust the market and private institutions, end civil
rights policies, and oppose both race-conscious and social welfare programs,
which, they said, were actually destructive, needlessly harming whites.
The conservative presence in politics and Republican governments and the
ideology they espoused was considerably strengthened by the creation of
think tanks and legal action organizations explicitly dedicated to their cause.
Back in the 1960s, the centrist Brookings Institution was the only major think
tank in Washington, but large resources w
 ere poured into the expansion of
insistently conservative think tanks—the American Enterprise Institute, the
Heritage Foundation, the Cato Institute, and dozens of counterpart institutions in a number of states and regions. Conservatives opposed to civil rights
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and expansive court protections developed g reat power in the Federalist Society and in a series of litigation organizations modeled on the NAACP Legal
Defense Fund, which has done powerful work in expanding civil rights. Th
 ese
organizations were deeply influential in generating both program ideas and
support for conservative administrations and in changing the composition of
the courts and the direction of constitutional law. The net effect, according to
author Jason Stahl, was to shift “the w
 hole plane of political debate rightward—
foreclosing nearly any policy possibility to the left of the ‘New Democrat’ position on a w
 hole host of issues.”42 Affirmative action was a major target of t hese
groups, which were amply funded by a network of conservative foundations
and major donors.43 The heavy investments in think tanks and related institutions changed the balance of power and the range of political discourse and
made it commonplace for news coverage to present the neoliberal policy as
one side of the debate and the conservative side as the other, basically excluding policies that reflected the findings of a growing number of major university
researchers as well as the positions of civil rights l awyers in battles in the courts
and agencies. Beginning in 1972, Republican appointees had the majority on
the Supreme Court, an increasingly conservative majority, reaching a peak
under President Trump.
From Nixon’s rise in 1968 until the 2020 election, there was no successful
presidential candidate advocating major new policies of racial justice. Color-
conscious remedies were being dismantled in the courts. The Democratic
Party establishment largely adopted the “neoliberal” strategy of the Demo
cratic Leadership Council, which staffed much of the Clinton and Obama
administrations. In that period, traditional liberalism (sometimes called the
“L word” to denote its political toxicity) was considered politically obsolete.
The arguments of the progressives, in sharp disagreement with neoliberalism,
insisted that colorblindness and the main lines of neoliberal arguments were
factually absurd—that opportunities are still systematically denied to Black,
Brown, and Indian students who are so separated from and negatively perceived in the mainstream that they face extra obstacles at e very step. The relationships were not hidden. You could walk from a school in a ghetto or barrio
community to a nearby middle-class white community or suburb and go into
 ose arguwhat was theoretically the same class and see obvious differences. Th
ments were largely ignored for decades. Empirical evidence was accumulating,
much of it ignored for the time, that race remained a fundamental problem
and that ignoring it or trying to force change while ignoring its realities
through colorblind policy generally produced well-meaning failures.
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When I was in graduate school at the University of Chicago, Professor John
Hope Franklin, the great historian of Black America, would talk about how
after Reconstruction ended, white research on Black rights largely disappeared
for generations and the consensus developed that it had been a mistake to try
to achieve equality for the freed slaves. Scholars became famous for books in
which they depicted the restoration of segregation and subordination as a
natural and acceptable outcome and criticized the Reconstruction for disrupting the white society of the South. Much the same thing happened in the recent conservative era.

Race-Conscious Research
 ere were, however, scholars of all races who did keep working, often with
Th
limited attention to race-conscious policy. During this period, integrationist
policies w
 ere being dismantled in the right-w ing courts and often dismissed
as old-fashioned in the media and on campus. For example, J. Anthony Lukas’s Common Ground: A Turbulent Decade in the Lives of Three American
Families, presenting the Boston school desegregation conflict, which was
probably the worst in the U.S., got the Pulitzer Prize and far more attention
than all the writing on the more positive experiences in many parts of the
country and, l ater, even in Boston.44 It was a message welcomed by the Reagan administration, which was changing the courts and asking them to dissolve desegregation plans.
Throughout this period t here w
 ere scholars, civil rights l awyers, and o thers
examining data and historical records that undermined the colorblind assumptions and theories, but they seldom got major grants or attention from
public officials of e ither party and w
 ere rarely featured in the media. They
confronted courts that were being staffed with conservative judges and justices
who increasingly embraced colorblind theories as a basis for cutting back or
reversing civil rights policies. There were civil rights lawyers and Black and
Latino leaders working to call the nation’s attention to what they saw as blatant
violations of equity for p eople of color. In many cases they found such compelling evidence that they were able to defend civil rights policies in many communities until the Supreme Court turned further right in the late 1980s and
early 1990s. Douglas Massey and Nancy Denton’s American Apartheid and
other works showed how strongly unequal opportunities were linked to residential segregation.45 Lee Rainwater and others documented the social disaster created by public housing projects that concentrated very large numbers
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of very poor people of color in areas without jobs or schools that worked.46
Urban historians were documenting the history of ghettos and barrios, showing how they had been created and how they were treated by public officials.47
The Closing Door: Conservative Policy and Black Opportunity explored Wilson’s
theory that tight labor markets would be a solution and showed that the Atlanta boom produced good jobs and education for whites but that they were
not shared with Blacks.48 There w
 ere studies of the frustrations of the long
struggles for educational equity.49 Thomas Carter, Roberto Segura, and the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights did pioneering work on the discrimination
and inequality facing Mexican Americans.50 Mary Pattillo-McCoy documented how even successful middle-class Black families faced strong obstacles
that middle-class whites did not.51 There were studies showing that the race-
conscious remedies in the Voting Rights Act had profound effects on Black
political participation in the South.52 Melvin Oliver and Thomas Shapiro
showed how the enormous difference in wealth by race related to previous
discrimination and profoundly shaped family resources and opportunities.53
Scholars including Robert Crain and Thomas Pettigrew produced important
works on educational segregation and the conditions for positive race relations.54 Until it was taken over by conservatives under Reagan, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights continued to document racial inequality and the federal failure to fully enforce civil rights laws.
Most of the work of scholars whose research supported the need for further
civil rights efforts was ignored in national politics and, increasingly, in courts,
but as the affirmative action showdown headed t oward the Supreme Court,
there was a powerful mobilization across disciplinary lines, producing evidence for the educational benefits of diverse education, and it did make a
difference. The University of Michigan invested heavily in supporting research,
scholars from across the country produced studies, and leading national scholarly associations submitted a joint brief summarizing relevant research to the
Supreme Court.55 William Bowen and Derek Bok’s book, The Shape of the
River, provided key evidence on the long-term success and careers of beneficiaries of affirmative action in terms of the high level of academic success and
lifetime contributions. When the decision was handed down in 2003, the
Court’s opinion written by a conservative justice, Sandra Day O’Connor, relied directly on published scholarly books and the brief of the social research
organizations in establishing the compelling justification for diversity policies,
a rare event in the Supreme Court.56 That decision provided the basis for preserving affirmative action till the present.
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The affirmative action success in the Court in 2003 was an important
but isolated victory. The Supreme Court was limiting a wide range of civil
rights policies on school integration, voting rights, minority contracting,
and others, relying on colorblind assumptions. T
 here would not be a significant pro–civil rights change in political climate until the 2020 election.
The Democratic primaries that year included major candidates on the left
and historic demonstrations against discrimination taking place in all parts
of the U.S. The election of a moderate candidate, Joe Biden, whose nomination was determined by Black leaders and voters, and the explosion of
the largest racial justice protest movement in American history moved
national public opinion about the need for action. But the colorblind philosophy was still widespread and deeply entrenched in the judiciary, which
had been transformed by Trump appointments, and in many state governments and school systems. Worse, the demonization of p eople of color by
Trump’s political movement stimulated a substantial expansion of white
nationalism.
The period between the Reagan presidency and the Trump presidency was
a time in which the Democratic Party had increasingly abandoned liberal
ideas and formulated a strategy designed to win the suburban middle class,
which now had the balance of electoral power. The Democratic Leadership
Council was formed in 1985 to move the party to the center, deemphasizing
race and poverty issues and focusing on struggling middle-class families.57
Arkansas governor Bill Clinton became its leader. It led to at least partial ac
ceptance of many conservative policies in areas such as welfare cuts, increased
incarceration levels, and social program cutbacks. Both the Clinton and
Obama administrations continued the Reagan-e ra test-d riven, high-
accountability standards as the basic strategy for schools and increased tax
subsidies for middle-class college costs. In education, increased funds went
to charter schools while public magnet school funding, intended to foster
diversity, was minimized. Accountability was central. Proposals for requiring
equal opportunity to learn w
 ere rejected. The institutional status quo was
largely accepted. The federal government s topped filing new school integration litigation. The basic public school educational policy dominant from
2001 to 2015 was No Child Left Behind—requiring that schools meet strict
yearly gains for all racial groups and punishing them harshly if they did not.
In higher education, this period brought a focus on outcomes, graduation
rates, and repayment levels of student loans.58 The Obama administration,
until its final year, followed the same basic policy line.
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Academic Attack on Colorblindness
Eduardo Bonilla-Silva’s 1997 article “Rethinking Racism: Toward a Structural
Interpretation” and his 2003 book, Racism without Racists: Color-Blind Racism
and the Persistence of Racial Inequality in the United States, offered an interpretation of the g reat disjuncture between the evidence of inequality almost wherever researchers looked and the commitment of the basic institutions to denial
of the importance of race. After studying the language and beliefs whites used
to oppose the need for civil rights remedies while expressing abstract support
for minority rights, he found that there was a white insistence on viewing racial
issues at the level of overt individual offenses against minorities and not seeing
the consequences of systems and beliefs that perpetuated subordination even
without any visible individual acts of discrimination. Whites, he said, were
very open to other explanations. “Whites rationalize minorities’ status as the
product of market dynamics, naturally occurring phenomena, and blacks’ imputed cultural limitations.” Th
 ere was a dominant ideology that “explains con
temporary racial inequality as the result of nonracial dynamics.”59
Increasingly in the following years, critical scholars would picture colorblindness not as an innocent reality but as a strategy to protect white advantages and
block change. Public opinion studies find that white and nonwhite people see
the issues of race very differently. For whites they only rarely appear on the list
of most important issues that the Gallup Poll tracks over the years, usually in
response to a crisis. Whites over time are more accepting of rights for nonwhites
in general, but they usually think that enough has been done and rarely favor any
expansion of the actions.60 In terms of race-conscious policies of affirmative action in college admissions and employment, fair housing, and school desegregation, there is usually division and no desire for further action. Blacks and Latinos,
on the other hand, tend to perceive serious inequality and far more discrimination and tend to be far more supportive of positive governmental action. This
book does not rely on any claim that whites are a unified group that has a strategy
of “opportunity hoarding” and wishes to subordinate people of color. Proving
intent is very difficult, and any student of public opinion knows that most Americans have little specific information about policies or history. And it is clear that
white Democrats and Republicans have dramatically different views on race. It
is enough for this book to document actions, outcomes, and policies that have
racial effects, whatever their intent might have been. Policies ignoring race and
embracing inaction in the face of evidence of systemic inequality do have the
impact of protecting white advantages, whatever the intent.
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The reality is that the colorblind approach is strongly connected to basic
elements of American ideology that usually limit both the perception of systemic discrimination and the need for strong governmental action to repair the
damage. We are a racially stratified country with a strong ideology of individualism and suspicion of government. That may not be logical, but it is true. It is an
ideology embraced by a great majority of whites. People of color are more in
favor of government action for civil rights, but a significant share of all racial
groups share the ideology. As documented in his classic Democracy in America,61
Alexis de Tocqueville traveled through the young nation studying its values and
institutions and observed that, in a society that had successfully defeated an
autocracy, government was l imited, mostly operating in localities. Classic nineteenth-and early twentieth-century commentaries on American society and its
institutions noted the same qualities. James Bryce, in his American Commonwealth, observed, “Everything tends to make the individual independent and
self-reliant. He goes early into the world; he is left to make his way alone;
he tries one occupation a fter another, if the first or second venture does not
prosper; he gets to think that each man is his own best helper and advisor.”62
Herbert Croly, in The Promise of American Life, writes about how America was
seen by the European immigrant as a land of economic opportunity where one
could “enjoy the fruits of his own l abor,” “a New World in which economic opportunities are much more abundant and accessible.” Similarly, native-born
Americans believed in a future of expanding opportunity.63
The U.S., from its foundation, tended to embrace a set of beliefs often described as the American dream—the idea, described as “rugged individualism,” that the society was open, that a person could make it on his or her own,
as in the Horatio Alger story of poor boys who work hard, find a way, and
eventually, through their determination and effort, achieve the dream. Since
the great majority of white Americans are descended from various streams of
immigration, many families have a highly valued story of struggle and success
in their histories and myths. The Black migrants from the South to the North
and West had such dreams as well, and so do many in the huge migrations from
Latin America and Asia since the 1970s. In spite of evidence that inequality is
deeply embedded even among whites and mobility now is less than in a number of peer nations, this dream is still widespread. In a society with limited
social policies, Americans focus on the belief that people can and should
acquire enough education to make their dream come true.64 When there is
a basic belief that people can and should make it on their own and that all
have a reasonable chance, it makes it difficult to argue that t here is systemic
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discrimination and that problems should be treated as a group rather than
among individuals. So the call for systemic remedies to racial discrimination
is an uphill battle working against strong ideological currents. The realities of
society, however, diverge very sharply from this ideology. In his Howard University speech, President Lyndon Johnson made that case and spelled out its
implications:
You do not take a person who, for years, has been hobbled by chains and
liberate him, bring him up to the starting line of a race and then say, “you
are free to compete with all the others,” and still justly believe that you have
been completely fair.
Thus it is not enough just to open the gates of opportunity. All our citizens must have the ability to walk through those gates.
This is the next and the more profound stage of the battle for civil rights.
We seek not just freedom but opportunity. We seek not just legal equity . . . 
but equality as a fact and equality as a result.65
That speech, however, was an outlier, and those ideas were strongly rejected
by the conservative movement and the neoliberals. We did not hear speeches
like Johnson’s from the White House again until the early Biden administration
when the president discussed the deep and continuing impact of racism.
The measures normally used to evaluate individual success are not, in real
ity, measures of individual merit but are heavily weighted by group advantages
in opportunity. Good jobs and high incomes reflect not only hard work but
initial advantages and connections that are strongly related to race. Fairness
requires adjustments and supports to take into account the barriers to the
development of individual talent. Progressives maintain that what the opponents see as measures of merit are actually strongly related to privilege. They
are reflections of advantages of family, community, and school resources,
which should not be used in ways that perpetuate and justify inequality and
punish the victims of discrimination today who suffer the intergenerational
effects of past discrimination. Progressives hold that there is strong evidence
that race-conscious policies including voting rights, college affirmative action,
and school integration have clear benefits for people of color, take nothing
away from whites, and foster more positive race relations.
Social scientists played a major role in some of the epic struggles occurring
in the courts as the political tide turned against civil rights. Increasingly, researchers worked to dissect the assumptions of the colorblind ideas that w
 ere
fueling the abandonment of civil rights remedies. Conservatives hold that
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t here was a point at which discrimination was cured and, as a systemic force,
ended. Civil rights advocates concede that positive policies, when implemented, produce important gains, but that t hose policies have been largely
abandoned and w
 ere, in any case, not nearly powerful enough for long enough
to substantially break the intergenerational inheritance of unequal starts reinforced by the continuing inequality of opportunities. Progressives argue that
there has never been a break in the chain of inequality and that the intergenerational effects of parents’ education, their access to buying homes in desirable communities, and their employment and income are powerful transmitters of advantage to successive generations.
Race shapes lives in many ways, and students of color face inequality from
the earliest parts of their lives. The data show that racial inequality is many
sided and involves life before school, f amily resources, quality of schooling
from the beginning, segregation in unequal schools, very different opportunities and preparation in high school, the massive financial inequalities that affect children and their choices, and other aspects of life.
This book begins with stark data on inequality. It moves beyond the issue
of access and admissions, the great issue of affirmative action, to the issues of
systematically unequal preparation and profoundly unequal financial circumstances, the second and third walls that have to be overcome for college success. It looks at the history of policy along t hese dimensions, showing that, as
high schools and colleges emerged in American society, they were designed
for and largely educated middle-class white students. It shows that, apart from
the brief period of the civil rights revolution, our educational system has
worked more to embody and perpetuate racial inequality than to overcome it,
apart from affirmative action in the highly selective colleges.
At present, unequal treatment by race and different outcomes persist. Colleges, in spite of positive efforts, are part of the problem. Though universities
and higher education organizations are fighting to preserve affirmative action
in selective colleges, t hose programs are limited in scope and clearly inadequate. Affirmative action has been outlawed in two of the nation’s three largest
states, California and Florida, and eight others. As the country has changed,
there have been no major additional race-based initiatives since the civil rights
era, and affirmative action is threatened again by lawsuits and a solidly conservative Supreme Court. The enormous changes brought by huge Latino immigrations have been largely ignored in civil rights policy.
This book argues that the current failure of higher education policy is
rooted in an inadequate understanding of the realities of racial inequalities, all
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the racial inequalities outside the schools, and the widespread assumption that
policies that ignore race can solve problems rooted in race. When policy is
designed with the assumption that you can ignore race and be fair, it fails
because the situations of different racial groups are distinctive in ways that
must be considered to produce successful options. Since whites and Asians,
for example, have, on average, many times more wealth than p eople of color,
a well-intended college finance policy written by t hose with wealth and a margin of long-term resources will seldom be written in ways that make sense for
those who have very low or negative net worth (more debts than total assets).
Success requires effective policies before college as well as at the entrance to
college and on campus. If your school did not provide training in basic precollegiate skills, the chance for success in a strong college is much lower. If you
have the ability to succeed but do not have the money to go, you are much
more likely to fail to enroll or be unable to continue. In my final chapter I
outline what I believe are the most effective policies to move higher education
forward.
For a half century the policy battle on higher education for students of color
has been focused on the admissions issue. But the two other large walls block
many students of color and the admissions gains are strongly threatened. The
second wall is inadequate preparation to succeed in college, and the third is
getting enough money to actually go to a school of promise and persist to
graduation. The wall of admissions is, of course, critical for the minority of
powerful and influential institutions with significantly selective admissions
and requirements, some of which have enough money to give t hose admitted
full support. The g reat majority of t hose institutions decided long ago that
they have to consider race as part of their recruitment and admissions policies
to create an integrated student body. Though most also practice affirmative
action for low-income students, direct consideration of race is seen as necessary to the creation of significantly interracial student bodies. For the other
institutions and the other two walls, there is no parallel set of practices, and
today’s policies are colorblind.
Because civil rights groups and higher education advocates have had to
spend so much time trying to defend and keep existing programs, t here has
been far too l ittle thought about what is actually needed to provide equitable
education in a polarized society where most whites do not see a serious racial
problem. Many believe that whites are actually discriminated against. White
racial fear and stereotypes erupted in the 2016 election. Much existing education policy is based on a tacit assumption that racial animus has been largely
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cured and has no continuing effects that policy needs to address. Th
 ese assumptions were sharply challenged in the 2020 protests across the nation.

Why Not Give Up on Race Policy
and Just Focus on Poverty?
If it is too hard to deal directly with race, c an’t we figure out another way to
solve the problems without raising the political and legal challenges to solving
racial problems? Some assume that equal access can be solved indirectly by
concentrating on poverty and that it would be much easier politically. Richard
Kahlenberg of the Century Foundation has made this argument repeatedly,
even sending amicus briefs advising the Supreme Court to take this course on
school integration and affirmative action. Conservatives often suggest this approach. Since some of the problems confronting students of color are economic, w
 ouldn’t it work to simply have affirmative action for c hildren from
low-income families? The critical assumptions are that political leaders and the
public would be much more ready to support this solution and to put up the
funds to do it because, in college admissions, the most expensive students to
aid are t hose with no family resources and t hose are also students likely to have
weak schooling and need serious academic support. But in reality, conservative
governments have cut back help to the poor and, in the gigantic Bush and
Trump tax reforms, sharply reduced revenue for social programs through large
tax cuts for the rich and corporations, increasing inequality. Reagan ended the
War on Poverty in 1981. The federal government simply surrendered.
Although many colleges seek to help low-income students, very few are
able to meet the full financial need that would actually permit more students
in poverty to attend. Admitting students from families without any money
and sending them aid packages that have an unrealistic “family contribution”
and a large unmet need either keeps the students away or presents them with
terrible choices. Unquestionably, programs are needed for the poor, and
clearly t here has not been any g reat impulse for sustained action on poverty.
With many colleges in financial trouble and most unable to afford to meet
the aid needs of existing students, it is highly unlikely that they w
 ill make
targeted recruitment of t hose who need much more and can pay l ittle or
nothing. For these colleges to say that you can only pursue racial diversity by
admitting students in poverty is to say that you cannot do it on any scale in
most colleges.
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Advocates favoring a shift to a poverty focus often discuss it as if people of
color are all poor. However, though they are far more likely to be poor than
whites, the substantial majority of Blacks and Latinos are above the federal
poverty line but still experience unequal treatment on many levels. In 2016
more than a third of Black c hildren (34 percent) and more than a fourth of
Latino children (28 percent) were classified as poor, but only one-eighth of
white and Asian children (12 percent).66 A 2021 Census report showed that
Black families w
 ere far more likely than others to experience persistent poverty. It’s true that Black and Latino c hildren w
 ere about twice as likely as
whites to be in families with a high housing cost burden in 2016, meaning that
they often had much less money to spend on other t hings, including education
and health,67 but it’s also true that many millions of nonwhite families are
homeowners but, because of housing segregation, often do not get the same
opportunities as their white counterparts or the same gains in housing equity.
Even when they are safely out of poverty, students of color face obstacles much
more serious than those affecting whites.
Focusing on poverty would include many whites who are not poor in the
same way as poor families of color. Many whites live in poverty for a time,
when they are studying, sick, looking for a new job, recently divorced, caring
for a new baby, and so on, but it is often a spell of poverty rather than a life in
poverty. A 2021 Census Bureau report shows a highly significant racial gap in
long-term poverty.68 Obviously poverty has many dimensions with quite dif
ferent meanings and consequences, and there are strong intergenerational effects of deep concentrated, persistent poverty, which is far more likely for
families of color. A poverty definition would also bring in many c hildren of
recent immigrants whose parents have not yet found good U.S. incomes but
have higher education in their native countries, strong educational capital for
their children, and strong long-term prospects—not the kind of U.S. minority
colleges especially want to help.
Victims of racial discrimination include many p eople who are not poor.
Many middle-class people of color often experience discrimination and unequal treatment that has nothing to do with poverty but much to do with
stereotypes and discrimination—things such as police stops, differential treatment of job applications, and many o thers. When I taught big graduate school
classes at Harvard, sometimes I would ask, “Who has been followed by a security guard in a store in Cambridge recently?” It was always Black men,
people with excellent records training for future leadership at Harvard. There
is an overlap between race and poverty, but full treatment of race issues
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cannot, in its nature, be reduced to poverty. A focus on a simple current income definition of poverty w
 ill direct attention to include a much larger population from groups not experiencing the distinctive racial obstacles and thus
reach a smaller number of students of color or cost a great deal more to admit
the same number of students of color. Because the best-prepared students of
color are not likely to be the poorest, class-based policy excludes many who
might have greater likelihood of success on campus. If campuses only use poverty to indirectly identify students of color, the students of color they admit
are likely to reinforce campus stereotypes that students of color are poor and
to deny the campus community an understanding of the rich diversity within
as well as among racial groups in the U.S.
There are very important historical and legal reasons to focus on race. Racial subordination was fundamental from the earliest days of European settlement. Race discrimination is forbidden by the Constitution in amendments
that are one of the principal results of the Civil War. Unequal treatment by
income is not unconstitutional. Race is an immutable characteristic outside
the control of individuals. Income is not. Slavery was about race, not class, and
slavery was a fundamental shaper of the nation. Conquest and subordination
of Mexicans and Indians after the conquest of their lands was about race and
ethnicity, not class. For most of our history we have had almost caste-like racial
separation and intense stereotypes. In Trump we had a twenty-first-century
president who trafficked in inflaming racial stereotypes. We are only one generation away from the operation of racially separate public universities in nineteen of our states. B
 ecause of t hese basic features of history and law, race discrimination occupies a special position.
A troubling part of the debate regarding a focus on race versus poverty is
the assumption that advocates should be forced to choose one or the other.
But t here have been no large initiatives on e ither front for decades, even as the
society reached extremes of economic inequality. Policy makers and researchers debate what should come first. Should t here be more money for segregated
schools, for example, or more efforts to open the doors of white and Asian
schools? Should college admissions pay most attention to one or the other?
This book w
 ill show that in times when t here was serious attention to race,
there was also serious attention to poverty. In times when civil rights efforts
were reversed, there were also cuts in the programs aimed at the poor. It has
not been either-or but both-and or neither.
This book shows that class is not race and race is not class, though they
overlap and both are important. The origin of severe persisting poverty for
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families of color was often racial discrimination in earlier generations, which
produced diminished opportunity over time. Conservatives tend to assume
that racial discrimination is like a bacterial infection that was treated and goes
away with time, but it is actually a serious chronic condition that requires
continuing treatment and surgery. Of course, poverty, lack of a home, lack of
wealth, and many other inequalities are both important and profoundly related to the history of racial and ethnic inequality in the U.S. Students of color
who are in the middle class often face inequality and discrimination on multiple dimensions. And t here are students whose families have low income but
strong social capital and support systems, such as new immigrants with well-
educated parents currently earning little. We have a complex society, and it
pays to look carefully at s imple claims of equivalence.
There are important aspects of contemporary social science methods that
can lead to a serious underestimation of the importance of race in shaping
unequal outcomes. Most social research is contemporary. It is looking at a
cross section of variables at a recent point in time and exploring the statistical
relationships among them, sometimes with very complex mathematical modeling. If the discrimination occurred long ago, it was not measured, and if is
not actively present today, it is easy to think that the differences are not caused
by racial factors, though they actually w
 ere. A cross section is a photo of a moment. An analysis rooted in history and longitudinal data is a movie, something that better shows origins, development, and dynamics. This book examines a wide range of data and research on persisting racial differences in many
aspects of life as well as historical data on gaps and the persisting nature of
colorblind policy in our divided society. The second and related obstacle is
that so many people of color, particularly those with negative outcomes in
education, are both poor and nonwhite. When you are d oing the analysis, you
want to control for one variable when estimating the impact of the other.
When they both are present in the same people, what you choose to subtract
from the equation matters. If you subtract the relationship between poverty
and failure to earn a college degree from your estimate of the impact of race,
it becomes much smaller and vice versa. If poverty is treated as an independent
variable and the reason for the poverty (often, for people of color, earlier racial
experiences) is not known, you may get a serious underestimate of the overall
effect of race.
A major study following people through multiple surveys over eighteen
years in Chicago highlighted the weakness of much contemporary work on
race that grows out of failing to deal with the dimensions of time and history.
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“Despite theoretical motivation stemming from assertions of the importance
of ‘cycles of deprivation’ in earlier classic studies,” Kristin Perkins and Robert
Sampson write, “the trend in poverty research in recent years has been to dissect individual components and to estimate the effects of specific dimensions
of poverty.” They argue that we must learn what happens to real people over
time. The research showed that the inequality was more tied to race than income. Whatever their income level, Blacks were much more likely to live in
areas with higher joblessness and concentrated poverty. Blacks who were not
poor lived in less organized communities than poor whites. When looking at
multiple inequalities, “compounded deprivation” was “virtually nonexistent”
for whites, worse for Latinos, and “far more serious” for Blacks. The evidence,
Perkins and Sampson suggest, means that “common strategies to dissect or
tease apart the effects of what are closely linked social realities that unfold in
interconnected form over time do not capture the true impact of race.”69
Those issues are central to the theme of this book. Discrimination operates
over time, and there has never been a decisive break in the endless chain of
inequality. There has never been a period when these groups have had income
or education or health care or housing that was equal to that enjoyed by
whites. There are many obvious ways in which the impact of past discrimination causes conditions such as poverty that should not be used as “controls”
in estimating the impact of race because they are, in substantial measure, the
product of earlier discrimination and inequality. This may seem like a technical
question, but it can lead to a gross underestimation of the impact of race.

Situating the Problem
This book shows that both the preparation for college and the ability to afford
college are profoundly related to race, and always have been, in a society of
deeply segregated schools and vast differences in wealth by race. Making race
invisible and adopting colorblind policies came with a concerted attack on
systemic civil rights and educational policies beginning in the early 1970s and
reaching a high point in the Reagan-Bush period. Under Reagan the Justice
Department became an advocate of reversing color-conscious rights policies.
The department’s staff included now Chief Justice John Roberts and Justice
Samuel Alito, strong affirmative action opponents. Clarence Thomas had experience in reversing civil rights policies in the Education Department and in
employment discrimination before being named to the Court. Now we
have several justices on the Supreme Court who worked in conservative
battles,
(CONTINUED)
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